
IPX4 water-resistant TWS earphones with touch controls, a charging
case and voice assistant features, supplied with a charging cable and
rubber tips
SKU: TEEARTWSBUDDYBTK

These Twin Buddy are an everyday essential: find your perfect fit with the rubber tips and
charge them in a flash

TWS WATER-RESISTANT TWIN BUDDY EARPHONES: YOUR NEW BEST FRIENDS

The TWS Twin Buddy earphones  are perfect for music, calls, work calls and more. They are easy to pair with iPhones, Android
phones, tablets and PCs with wireless connectivity. They can withstand splashes of water and are provided with a range of rubber
tips for improved comfort and a snug fit.

TWS EARPHONE FEATURES: MUSIC, CALLS, VOICE ASSISTANTS

The Twin Buddy earphones automatically pair with each other as soon as they are removed from the charging case. They are
IPX4 certified, which means they can withstand splashes of water: perfect for getting caught in the rain. They have touch
controls to manage music and calls; it is also possible to activate voice assistants, including both Siri and Google Assistant.

CHARGING CASE: CHARGE YOUR EARPHONES ON THE GO

When fully charged, the charging case can recharge the earphones four times . When the case runs out of power, you can
charge it using the USB-C cable provided. The earphones are guaranteed to last 4 hours on a single charge.

GUARANTEED COMFORT: FIND YOUR PERFECT FIT WITH THE RUBBER TIPS



Inside the packaging, you will find 3 pairs of rubber tips in different sizes: S, M, L. Choose the ideal solution to achieve the best
fit and prevent them from falling out. The in-ear design helps to block out external ambient noise so that you can clearly hear
your music or call.

KEY FEATURES:

True Wireless Stereo technology IPX4 certified: resistant to splashes of water
Range: up to 10 metres
Up to 4 continuous hours of calls and music
Microphone and multifunctional touch controls for calls and music
The earphones charge fully from the case in 2 hours 250 mAh (milliampere-hour) charging case for up to 24 hours of
battery life
Cable with USB to USB-C connectors to charge the case

INCLUDES:

Twin Buddy earphones
Charging case
Charging cable with USB to USB-C connectors
Instruction manual
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Technical data
Standby time: 90 hours  
Talking time: 4 hours  
Recharging time: 1.5 hours  
Listening to music: 4 hours  
Battery: 30 mAh  
Buttons: Multifunction  
Microphone: Integrated  
Included accessories: 3 interchangeable tip set, User manual, Case, Charging
cable  
Sound mode (mono/stereo): Stereo  
Color: black  
EAN: 8018417443084  
SKU: TEEARTWSBUDDYBTK  
Weight: 50 g  
Charging base capacity: 250 mAh  
Number of connections: 1  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 40 mm  
Width Pack: 100 mm  
Depth Inner: 190 mm  
Height Pack: 170 mm  
Weight Pack: 95 g  
Width Inner: 110 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 430 mm  
Height Inner: 180 mm  
Weight Inner: 620 g  
Width Master: 390 mm  
Amount Master: 48  
Height Master: 200 mm  
Weight Master: 5630 g  
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